YAKKA Terms and Conditions
Please read the following terms and conditions carefully before using the ITZA service.
YAKKA Rewards is a redemption service designed to incentivise registered users to
complete learning tasks. YAKKA Rewards is unique to ITZA Media (“Participating Website”)
owned and controlled by ITZA Media (“Website owner”), and is only available to registered
users of the service on the participating website. Users accessing and engaging with the
service can earn ‘YAKKA’, which are points redeemable for rewards in the YAKKA store. No
additional costs are incurred on the user from the point of reward redemption. Additional
rewards are available for certain ranking positions and/or for limited learning events. The
Rewards may change from time to time, without notice, at the sole discretion of ITZA Media,
depending on availability and partnerships.
ELIGIBILITY
The YAKKA rewards program is available only to verified users who have agreed to the user
agreement. The User agreement requires all users to agree they have obtained parental
consent from a legal guardian, as well as providing and maintaining a valid email address.
When applying to the ITZA service and subsequent YAKKA rewards program, users agree to
only register one (1) account for the purpose of accruing or earning YAKKA (Points).
YAKKA RULES
YAKKA is the determined name for points that are earned as stated above. YAKKA and its
value is: (a) determined by ITZA media at its sole discretion; (b) subject to change without
notice; (c) may be subject to a limit of amount of YAKKA that can be accrued during a certain
time period as determined at the sole discretion of ITZA media. YAKKA is not transferable. If
an account is terminated with YAKKA still in the account, the YAKKA is forfeited upon said
termination.
EARNING YAKKA
The number of points needed to earn a reward is determined by ITZA Media in its sole
discretion and is subject to change at any time without notice to users. YAKKA will be
deposited in the account once the learner has converted their points to YAKKA and they
interact with Itza’s platform. YAKKA has no cash value, is non-negotiable and cannot be
redeemed either in whole or in part in cash. Only the registered User can earn, accrue
and/or spend YAKKA on their account. YAKKA cannot be used to barter, to gift, be sold or
otherwise, and any evidence of YAKKA being brokered will result in the voiding of said
YAKKA, and/or further punishment of the account/s in question, at the sole discretion of ITZA
Media.
YAKKA REDEMPTION
Users may use the YAKKA earned (as per the above rules) to redeem rewards in the YAKKA
store. The YAKKA used to redeem a reward will subsequently be deducted from the account
total available to the user.

ITZA Media reserves the rights to change the rewards available for redemption using YAKKA
and change the way YAKKA is earned at its sole discretion. ITZA Media reserves the right to
place limits on the amount of rewards that can be redeemed, the time period in which the
rewards can be redeemed and the types of rewards redeemed, without notice. Rewards
cannot be refunded or exchanged for a monetary value or YAKKA. Any wrong information
that is provided within the delivery page of a reward is at the user's discretion, and no liability
will be placed on ITZA media. ITZA Media reserves the right to control and limit the amount
of YAKKA in circulation at any given time, without notice.

TERMS
By participating in the YAKKA Rewards Program, Users agree: (a) to be bound by these
Official Rules and by the decisions of ITZA Media, which are final on all matters pertaining to
the YAKKA Rewards Program and (b) to render ITZA Media and their partners exempt for
any damage of a reward redeemed using the YAKKA Reward Program that occurred due to
an abuse of the terms set above, and/or any misuse of YAKKA for activities that are not in
line with the rules as set above. ITZA Media reserves the sole right, at their sole discretion,
to govern, control and maintain the participation in the YAKKA Rewards

YAKKA REWARDS PROGRAM MALFUNCTIONS AND CONDUCT
ITZA Media reserves the right to modify, suspend and/or terminate the YAKKA Rewards
Program, without notice, in whole or in part, in the event of any system errors or similar
issues which are beyond the control of ITZA Media, that have an effect on ITZA Media’s
capability to fulfill its obligations in regards to the YAKKA Rewards Program. If the YAKKA
Rewards Program is affected by: (a) computer virus/bugs, tampering, hacking, unauthorized
intervention, technical errors or any other causes which break, corrupt or affect the normal
conduct of the YAKKA Rewards Program, ITZA Media reserves the right, at its sole
discretion, to terminate, suspend and/or modify the Program, as it sees fit, without obligation.
Any User who alters/attempts to alter the logic of YAKKA accruement, uses bots to alter the
YAKKA script or any other type of malicious digital attack, will have their account terminated
and their YAKKA will be forfeited.
MISCELLANEOUS
By participating in the YAKKA Rewards Program, you agree that you are fully aware and
able to enter into the terms and conditions as set forth in these Official Rules, and to abide
by and comply with these Official Rules.
AGREEMENT

These Official Rules constitute the entire agreement between User and Website Owner
relating to the subject matter herein and supersedes any and all prior or contemporaneous
written or oral agreements between User and Website Owner with respect to such subject
matter. These Official Rules may not be changed, waived or modified except by Website
Owner as provided herein or otherwise by written instrument signed by Website Owner.
PLEASE TICK THIS BOX TO AFFIRM YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF ITZA MEDIA’S TERMS
AND CONDITIONS AS LAID OUT ABOVE.

